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And the elections were over. The smoke cleared, and here we are now.
We are going to have a COLLEGE newspaper for the first time in quite a while.
The staff is extremely capable and hard working. In the first two weeks they
have truly shown their eagerness to organize and· produce a "top drawer" newspaper .
Look at the staff box and glance through the names. You will get to know many
of these people. WHY? Because this will be the most active group of students on
campus this trimester. Our job is to find the news, and we will. Almost all club
activities will be covered by a PRINT reporter.
Our aim is to be where the action is, and the action is at this school if you
look . This school swings.
We will ride the range from campus club entertainment to evening concerts to
the baseball field in the spring , and even to the depths of the city , state, or
country if the news pertains to us.
If you make news, you will find a PRINT reporter standing next to you. He will
be a complete reporter , equipped with pen, paper, camera, and a tape recorder ,
if necessary.
A staff member will be in the office from 8:00 a .m. to at least 5:00 p.m. every
day. If you have a story, call JU 3-4050, ext 270, or stop in roo~ E-45.
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The Interim is dead, but the PRINT lives on.

The Northeastern PRINT

Vol 1, #1
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A STRIKE HERE?
■

by n.en Davis
Recently, strikes, walkouts and mass
resignations have been plaguing the
teaching profession across the nation.
The need fo r a s trike at Northeastern
has been expressed by some faculty
members, and some tentative dates have
been arranged for a possible "professional withholding of services". However, after extensive research, it has
been i'~arned that much of the current
concern at Northeastern is based upon
rumor .
The Facts

If a strike occurs here, it will be after
March 22nd, and before the end of the
trimester.
The strike will only occur if the board
of governors denies the right of the
faculty to hold collective bargaining.
The strike itself will be held for only
one purpose: to obtain the right to hold
collective bargaining elections .

the scale at the New York college
system .
Mr. Seigel cited numerous inequities
regarding student life which he would
hope to see coi;rected . "You 1 have . all
witnessed the inexcusable treatment of
students in terms of s pace . Where can
you study? There are students who go
to school from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m., and
have no place to study." He recognized the lunchroom situation as one of
our major problems. "We've been complaining about the lunchroom for years.
Some complain about space, others
about food. There's no question that
the quality of food has been deteriorating. The faculty four years ago asked
for a faculty lounge. We were told there
was not enough space, and at the time
we had half the faculty we have now.
They found space for the basement offices, but they never did find a place
to let a person lounge in a chair for a
half an hour in the middle of the afternoon".
The Alternatives

The Objectives

That portion of our faculty represented
by the Cook County College Teacher's
Union feels a strike to be necessary if
it is the only way to gain collective
bargaining rights from the Board of
Governors. Mr. Don Seigel, Chapter
Representative to the CCC.TU from this
campus, explafoed; "It isn't that we
couldn't go ahead and hold an election
per se, but if the Board of Governors
doesn't recognize the election, it ' s just
playing games."
After collective bargaining elections
had been authorized, according to Mr.
Seigel, they could be an effective tool
for obtaining many of the demands now
made by the faculty . Many of these demands are for improved faculty working
conditions, but many are aimed at an
improvement of the student environment, also. "It shouldn't be looked upon
as a movement for selfish purposes.
On the other hand, as I ~aid at Bugg
House Square last month, .. . many . . . are
going to be teachers in the Chicago
system who, upon getting out of college,
will start at a salary above faculty
members here who have a masters
degree . .. "
A preliminary program has been distributed to the faculty outlining a proposed pay scale roughly comparable to

Aside from the CCCTU, two other
faculty organizations , The American
Association of University Professors
and the Inter-Faculty Organization, are
quite vocal in their attempts to improve
the faculty situation . Dr. Earl John
Clark, President of the AAUP, explained
that he does not wholly agree with the
position of the CCCTU. "The only way
to improve the lot of the faculty is by
winning exclusive bargaining rights ,
meet with the board, and hammer out a
contract." In the AAUP Chapter Policy,
adopted January 25th, this organization
advocated the inauguration of a complete
faculty senate, made up of all faculty

members, which would offer a better
bargaining position with the Board of
Governors.
"The AAUP is deeply concerned with
professional, interests and. academic
freedom . Academic freedom is a big
is sue today. Students today are more in
a position to appreciate its value . They
are speaking out today, for example on
Viet Nam, so it's more and more important that the faculty be able to express
their views." This was the explanation
of Dr. Hugh Moorehead, President-elect
of the AAUP .
The Effects

As a student at Northeastern , how
would you be affected if a _strike came
about? At the moment, this question
seems essentially unanswered , since
no one is certain whether or not the
strike will occur. The union members
make it very clear that they do NOT
want a strike. A strike would be only
the final step. However, should the
strike occur, there is a possibility that
the maintenance staff would strike in
sympathy , closing the school. In this
event, an "interim college" might be
set up near the school, where teachers
and students may assemble for assignments and discussions . Should the strike
occur at the end of the trimester, final
grades wili probably be left to the discretion of the individual instructors .
Accreditation of the college is in no
danger under any circumstances, and
graduation would probably be totally
unaffected .
Further details will a ppear in PRINT
as they become available.

The Strike Panel: Dr. John Clark, Dr. Hugh Moorhead , and Mr . Don Siegel. A l l have a different
perspective .
:1 in _

New ideas will jam the Northeastern
Print. A column aimed directly at the
fashions worn at our school will be included. A gossip column is on the drawing boards . Editorials will be geared
primarily to improve conditions at our
college. An "Action Line" may develop this trimester . This '' Action·
Line" would answer all questions about
any phase of life at our college . You
could write or phone them in.
We have many fine columnists who
will speak their minds in a strong
and poignant manner. This paper will
shake the college off its _ _ _ _ at
times. That is our job, also.
Another very exciting feature, which
will eventually affect all students, is
the "ImPRINTS Telephone Survey . "
Many have participated and the "staff
callers" are extremely encouraged with
the results . The survey calls students
and asks them for their comments on
various topical subjects. The results
will be printed in the newspaper.
The PRINT wants to be there when
you need us. The PRINT will inform .
The PRINT will excite. The PRINT
will entertain . The PRINT will blov·
your mind .
· ----,,_ __,.
Yes, the INTERIM is officially dead,
but the PRINT shall live on and on and
on and . . .

Russ Meeks
Talks Here
by Abby
On Monday, February 26th, Russell
Meeks, a prominent black nationalist
leader in Chicago, spoke on urban conditions to Professor Peter Uilliassi's
Urban Ecology class. Mr . Meeks began
his lecture by defining urban ecology as
"The relationship of the body to the
environment." He then related his definition to the black man's situation in
white Chicago. He said that White
Americans have created concrete jungles
for their black brethren. To illustrate
modern jungle lore Mr. Meeks stated:
"Black youths are being killed by white
policemen, hired by white administrations; black children are being educated
by white men with a white man's history;" and various similar examples of
white domination. Delving into Chicago's problem, he spoke of the new gun
registration law as a means of negro
extermination. Correlative to this point
was Sheriff Woods' 'posse' . The idea
behind the 'plot' is to disarm the black
man and have a force ready to annihilate him .
Then turning to national politics, Mr.
Meeks gave his opinion of "Bubblenose
Johnson", known to Mayor Daley as The
President. "(He) is a mass murderer
that runs the State of Texas and is trying to run the country as his own private
plantation , dragging the nation pell-mell
down the road of destruction." Logically correlating this statement to the fact
that black soldiers dying in Viet Nam
have nothing to return to, Mr. Meeks
continued to speak to his integrated
audience on the number of white mutations there are in the world. Freezing
the white portion of his audience by relating the little known fact that the
major percentage of the world populaContinued on page 4
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Draft Counseling Offered
by Phil Volchenbaum
Three students who represent the
Northeastern Peace Council have organized themselves in order to aid and inform students who have questions about
the current draft regulations . Chris
Smolka, Conrad Pitcher, and Ed Gull
have told the PRINT that their personal
viewpoints do not get them involved in
in flu enc i n g students, one way or
:mother, about the war in Vietn am or the
institution of the present draft ratings .
Conrad Pitcher explained, " We are
here to inform students of the rights and
opportunities that are available and we
are here to answer questions and suggest legal alternatives that would conform to an individual ' s views . We are
not here to influence anyone, one way
or the other, concerning the draft."
Chris e xplained th at the re are many
types of classification deferments of
which many students are not awa re. One
of the purposes of the Peace Council
is to expl ain these va rious cl assifications and suggest proper application s
of same when they might apply . If a
student has doubts or reservations about
the war, the council will attempt to
eliminate them in accordance with the

DEFERMENT
BACKGROUND
INFO
(For furth er information : conta ct Kerry
Berland or Richard Beardman at Chicago
AFSC)
The Selective Service announcement
on Friday February 16 that most graduate
students will no longer be eligible for
deferment came as a shock to many . It
held less surprise for those familiar
with the new draft law , which came into
e rfect J ulv_ 1, 1967 .
The L~ . ::,e ective Service Regulations made standing provisions to defer
in class II-S only those graduate students "in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, osteop athy, or optometry .. .. '' Deferred doctors make up for
their special student status by remaining in high priority pools for induction
even after their 26th birthday , under the
"Doctors' Draft. " Divinity students remain exempted in class IV-D. It is unlikely that Selective Service will tackle
church opposition by drafting ministers
and divinity students. The medical and
divinity provisions will almost certainly
stand indefinitely .
The 1967 la w provided that the National Security Council should advise
whether to extend graduate school deferment to those in non-medical fields.
It was widely anticipated that at least
engineering and the sciences , a nd
probably secondary education, would be
designated. But General Hershey's telegram to Selective Service offices on
February 16 read, "With respect to
gradua te school deferments, the National
Security Council advises that it is not
essential for the maintenance of the
national health , safety and interest to
provide student deferments for graduate
study in fields other than medicine,
dentistry , and allied medical specialties ."
The 1967 Selective Service Regulations had made temporary provisions for
deferment of graduate students in all
fields for the 1967-68 academic year.
They also provided for deferment of
graduate students who were in the
second or subsequent year of continuous study in doctoral or combined
master' s-doctoral programs as of October, 1967 . This group of students may
still be deferred for up to five years as
graduate students, at the discretion of
local draft boards . In the fall of 1968,
these same students will be entering
the third or subsequent year of continuous graduate study and will be eligible
for II-S . Outside the medical schools,
they will be the only graduate students
holding II-S. Except for medical students, only those graduate students who
began the second year of study toward
a doctorate by October 1967 will re-

policy of the NISC Peace Council.
It seems that the council is interested
in informing the students of as many
viewpoints of the current war as possible . The council distributed material
from various sources . The material -attempted to explain in various lights the
situation of the war, and the opposing
attitudes that have grown out of this
crises . One piece of material was
titled , " An Open Letter to Our Men in

Service," by David McReynolds. The
letter, written in realistic and oftentimes crude language, explains why
people should oppose the war and what
they can do if opposition is their viewpoint.
Although one serviceman verbally attacked and reproached the representatives of the Peace Council, the members
of the council found no need to take defensive action against any remarks made .
Jim Hanson, a naval reserve, became
upset over the material that was being
distributed and said, "I am against
people who publish _ _ _ against my
organization." He then told the PRINT
that the material made charges which
could not be supported.
Perhaps it should be made clear that
the members of the NISC Peace Council
did not write or publish the material;
they only received it and presented it.

THE WORD

HANG-UP

Words, words, words,
Hello-goodbye words,
School educated words,
Dirty four-letter word words,
Money talks words,
Sock it to me words,
Some of my best friends are_words,
Society's child words,
We shal I overcome words,
Black power words,
Words, birds' words;
The pot is burning words,
Drop-out, cop-out words,
Love is where it's at words,
Peace on earth words,
Let's get out of Vietnam words,
Who cares, what the hell words,
God is dead words,
Nuclear warfare words?
no words.

M.A.C .

......................................

"Scientology and Communication"
by Mickey Sagrillo
Chris Smolka explains the alternatives to an
interested student.

ceive II-S - unless there are changes
in the Regulations .
Undergraduate student deferment remains mandatory for full-time students
under 24 who are making satisfactory
progres s toward a degree, provided that
they request deferment and are certified
by the school.
Undergraduates who are ordered to
report for induction while in school fulltime are entitled to have their induction
order cancelled by issuance of a I-S(C)
deferment until the end of the academic
year (probably defined as twelve months
from the beginning of the course of
s tudy) . Graduate students who have received a II-S after June 30, 1967 are not
eligible for I-S(C). I-S(C) can be received only once.
Anyone who requests and reoeives II-S
a fter June 30, 1967 automatically foregoes the right to III-A dependency deferment otherwise mandatory upon- proof
of fatherhood. He remains eligible only
if he can prove his dependents would
suffer " extreme hardship" if he were
dra fted .
The February 16 announcement by
Selective Service also affected occupational deferments. The list of essential
activities and critical occupations,
compiled under the old law by the Departments of Labor and Commerce, has
been suspended . The new decision
gives local draft boa rds discretion to
grant occupational deferment (II-A) in
individual c ases , in respons e to "essential community need ."
Receipt of I-S(C), II-S, or any other
deferment automatically extends draft
lia bility to age 35. But current call-up
procedures make it unlikely that anyone
over 26, even those with extended liability , will be drafted (except doctors
and delinquents) . A man who loses his
deferment is classified I-A, eligible for
induction . The closer he is to his 26th
birthday, the higher his priority. With
current manpower demands, most college
graduates will be drafted if found fit .
Whether the widespread student protests against class ranking for Selective
Service purposes influenced the current
situation is a matter for speculation .
. Certainly the draft is no longer an abstract social issue for students. Few
college men will be able to hold continuous deferments between the ages of
18 and 26 .
Groups doing draft counseling have reported a heavy surge of inquiries since
the Selective Service announcement .
Students are realizing that they can no
longer postpone indefinitely a decision
on how t o confront the draft. Interest
focuses on the provisions for conscientious objection, on draft resistance,
and on emigration to other countries.
---Kerry P~ ' ~nd

In its continuing program of diversified topics, Bugg House Square recently exposed the student body to Scientology, the study of know 1edge in the fullest
sense . The theory behind this applied philosophy is t hat the most important single
factor. in all of life is communication. Their purpose is to train people how to communicate better so that all may gain a heightened awareness of themselves, greater enjoyment out of life, more friends, and improved family life .
Scientology was developed by L . Ron Hubbard, an American writer and philosopher. Seeking the answers to the universal questions of man's relationship to the
universe, he developed a system of Grades of Release. These higher levels of
existence are achieved on a gradient of increasing awareness and ability. The
five Grades of Release are as follows: Communication ("He who can truly communicate to others is a higher being
who builds new worlds."), Problems
(" A being in a higher state looks at
them and they vanish."), Relief ("To
be able to easily bring relief to oneself
and to others from the hostilities and
sufferings of life . .. . "), Freedom
(Freedom from the upsets of the past
with the ability to face the fut ure . " ),
and Ability ("Moving out of a fixecl
condition and being able to do other
things . ").
Anyone wishing further information
is asked to contact:

Jack D. Perrin H.P .A.
Near North-side Scientology Center
111 W. Huron St.
Chicago, 60610
994-6987

Jack Perin (standing) explains "Scientology"
at Bugg House Square . Others include (L to R)
Henry Baumgard , Ira Bay , Michael McAuley,
Karen Kovanda , and Virginia Wickstrom
(not
shown).
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Kiang Offers

Trip
Dr. Kiang will be conducting a field
trip through the Far East from July 27
to August 16 in accordance with two
geography courses being offered this
summer; Geography of China, Japan,
and India, and Geography of Southeast
Asia . The three weeks will be spent in
Japan, Formosa, Hongkong, Singapore,
Malaysia, and Thailand. Return trip is
via Hawaii and San Francisco. A possible · alternate return trip may include
New Delhi, Beirut, Rome, Paris, and
London . Total cost for the trip is
$1,250 per person from Chicago . This
will include land and air transportation,
group activities, two meals a day, and
hotel accomodations.Anyone interested
is asked to contact Dr. Kiang, ext. 258 ,
for further details .

~ ...;,
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PRINT

The Northeastern Print is published bi-weekly
at Northeastern Illinois State College, 5500 North
Saint Louis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60625.
Letters to the editor must be signed, but names
will be withheld upon your request. Letters will
be published in their entirety whenever possible.
The opinions expressed within these pages are
those of the Northeastern Print editorial board
exclusively . Direct comments to our office in
E 45, or phone JU 3-4050, ext. 270.
Editor-in-chief .... ......... ..... ........ .. .. Jeffrey Provus
News Editor ...... .. ... .. ...... ....... .. ........ .... .. Ken Davis
Feature Editor .. .... ..... ..... ..... .. .. ... Mickey Sagrillo
Office Manager ...... ... .. ... .. ... ..... Phi I Volchenbaum
Business Manager ...... .... ................ .. .. Brian Reich
Photography Edi tor .......................... Roger Bader
Photographer ................................ Mike O'Connor
General Assistant ................................... ... .. Abby
Sports .. ..................................._. ...... Sam_ Wa~meister
Columnists .................. Sophie Baran1ech1, Kathy
Kwasny Mary Lou Lynch , Conrad Pitcher
Staff ...... ...... .. .' Jeanne Dapper, Alicia Kouvellis
Sharon McDowall, Linda Miller, Lynn
Musson Fredene Pecchia , Eugene Rinaldi,
Richard Stone', Bonnie Wendt, Kenneth Wisniewski
Sponsor ....... ...... ..... .. .. ... .... .. .. ........ ..... E.M. Liebow

CSC ACQUIRES NEW CAMPUS
After negotiation with the Illinois
Central Railroad for almost two years,
Chicago State College announced on
Friday, February 16th that it had purchased a 140 acre site for its new
campus. Milton B . Byrd, president of
the college, announced the $7,700,000
purchase of the Burnside yards, upon
which seven college buildings will be
constructed.
The building complex, at a cost of
$40,000,000, will consist of seven
buildings, with an eighth, a student

union, to be financed with a bond
issue. The new campus, bounded by
95th, Cottage Grove, 100th, and South
Park, should be ready for occupancy by
the summer of 1972 .
In its transition to an urban university, the college is planning new programs in liberal arts, business administration, the health profession, and
the social welfare profession. However, teaching will continue to be
stressed at Chicago State College .
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Letters to the Editor
"There are two side s to every story "
. . a rather redundant phrase , yet so
clear and undersfandable it must be
used again to establish a theory .
I can't help but wonder how many
people s at before their T .V. sets
watching the five o ' clock news on WBBM
recently and saw representatives from
the Peace Council of Northeastern Illinois State College expressing their
"peace-loving" view points on American
involvement in Viet Nam .
A storm quelled within me when I
realized the biasness of our press and
radio today . American reporters will
gladly soa k up ; news story that represents about .2% of our nations fulcrum
today but yet when a professor with a
doctorate from that very same school
tries to get an article published about a
country in the same area as Viet Na m,
he is refused because his beliefs are
"too controversial" . I would be willing
to wa ger that had he asked WBBM-TV
to grant him a five minute interview, he
would a lso been refused .
This professor is from South East Asia
and happens to know just a little more
about the situa tion and beliefs of the
people there than some overbearing
person from a "Peace Council" who ' s
aims are to burn down the Chica go slum
areas to get a " rea ction " from an administration .
Maybe I am abusing the code of ethics
of a "free press " by criticizing a specific organization, but then I don ' t believe we really have a free press .
How can adults sit back day after day
listening and a pparently agreeing with
news reporters who give you only half
of the truth. Do you believe your sons
and daughters who are within the category of "teenagers " really belong to
these two tenths? Well I don ' t; and
those particul a r peers of mine disgust
me!
Recalling the news stories you view
each evening, wh a t type of coverage do
you re'c eive . It seems to me riots and
picketing a re very prevale nt. But who is
rioting, who is picketing; are these
people representing your viewpoints?
A foreigner would certainly believe th at
if these stories merit coverage they must
be the beliefs of the majority of Americans . Real fair , isn't it.
I must make it clear, then, th at even if
I am the only student a t Northeastern
Illinois State College that doesn ' t agree
with the beliefs encompassed in the
realm of the Peace Council , I'll be th a t
only one , gladly, as long as I am heard ,
and as long as people know my college
is not as completely stereotyped as the
"free press" makes it out to be. And I
am quite sure th a t Americ a is n' t a s
stereotyped a s our daily news coverage
assumes it to be .
It really is a pity that most a rticles
like this one can only reach the people
who read neighborhood columns or
school newspapers . In my es tim ation it
is not because the con ten ts of these
letters is so poor, but bec aus e our pres s
doesn ' t consider it bl and enough . Maybe
if we wrote them in RED . . .
Susan Schubert
7732 Westwood Drive
Elmwood P a rk , Illinois
A c opy o f y our le tter has been for-

warde d to th e Chi cago ne ws pa pers .
- e d.
Dear Vandals ,
You are to be congra tul ated on your
dedication to your profession . Never
have I met a more industrious group . I
can personally attest to your diligence .
You must know me bynow , I'm a steady
client. Surely you remember the black
Buick whose fender you dented and
scratched so beautifully, and whose
trunk-lock emblem you now own . In
den ting my back fender, I do hope your
own car did not incur a ny dama ges . I ' d
hate to cause you any overhead .
I hope you appreciate the fact that
you are members of a very lucky professional group . You belong to just
about the only working cla ss that did
not have to unionize for better working
conditions . Look at the larger, improved

parking lot we have provided you. Now
there is a larger choice and wider selection of models, makes, and colors .
I suppose every job does have its
drawbacks though . Those little men in
the blue uniforms with the impressive
badges you see sitting inside the doorways . They, like the robins, come out
in the spring, and could prove an
obstacle to your business . However,
work hard now, while they're keeping
their feet warm and you may be able to
compensate for any loss they cause
you in the spring.
Keep up the good work .
Jeannie .
Student Senate is student power. Unknown to many, the Student Senate is a
very powerful organization . But, because it does not have the support of
the students , it has not used this power
to the fullest .
However, this does not indicate a
lack of interest on the part of the students. Instead it is a lack of communications between students and Senate .
For example, ask almost any student on
campus this question : ''Who is the
president of your Student Senate?"
The likely answer will be "Senate- what ' s that?''
As a result of my own experience I
think tha t the greatest problem facing
the Senate is getting the students interested in the s en ate and making the
Senate meaningful to every student
NISC .
Right now, the senate is working but
no one knows about it. It will be the
difficult task of the Senate to make its
work known . The Senate is doing a grea t
deal. It is representing the students on
the student-faculty committees , attempting to change curriculum and sponsoring dances .
It has been suggested that Senate
meetings, council reports and minutes
from the meetings be publicized in order
to allow the students to become aware
of the fun ctions of the Sen ate . Perh aps
with some push and hard work behind it,
the Senate can foster pride at NISC and
utilize the vast amount of power available to the Student Senate .
Mary Lattanzi
Gentlemen,
The communications media have been
saturated in recent years with a phenomenal amount of hysteria and breastbeating on the subject of the horrors and
immora lity of "The War" The INTERIM
in particular seems to be a forum for the
Activist Protester who has at his command a full range of platitudes to cover
a ny aspect of war and warfare . To glean
some sense from a ll this confusion it
ma y be of worth to list some of the
thin gs that are not fundamental to the
existence of war and therefore c annot
be considered as the prime causes of
wa r;
Go vernment : Wars have been and a re
being waged by Nation States , Empires ,
continue d on page 4

foco
This summer violence is going to
sh ake America as never before . And it ' s
not going to need the help of a black
man . The White House and the Pentagon are preparing for the"war at home ."
They are building up their city fortresses with arms shipments ... they are
training vigil anties and creating ne~ ,
more effective weaponry for use on the
home front. The " d~ath merchants " are
bound and d et er m in e d to clean up
America ' s ghettoes one way or another.
The government feels it is faced with
a hostile minority th at c an't be trusted
and is totally useless, but the government has a solution: What you can't
tame, you exterminate .
We all know that the black man isn ' t
going to die without taking two, ma ybe
three honkies with him. But what will
be the response of the white radical to
the planned extermination of the black
man? Will white radicals merely express

3

FREE RETURN
In accord with the article on the library by Phil Volchenbaum, the PRINT has a
suggestion.
Many books have been relocated in the homes of students . Some students are
of the opinion that they need more time to use the books . So, they "borrow" them .
Okay . Now you have the books, and your a ssignment is over. What does one do
with these books?
We suggest an AMNESTY DAY , similar to the one recently held in the Chicago
Public Library system .
One day should be set aside for the ABSOLUTELY FREE return of any overdue books, magazines , pamphlets, or what have you .
They could be placed in boxes or any such receptacle outside of the library,
or, of course , returned at the desk within the library .
Either way , they would be met solely with apprecia tion .
J .P .

SLIPPERY WHEN WET

Danger: Slippery when wet. Jan Feldman (fallen ) and Connie Erickson (falling) found out.

When a floor is wet, it is slippery . There a re two solutions to this situation.
Either, you can constantly dry the floor (methods are as varied as the imagination
allows) , or you can provide a method allowing a person to wipe his shoes before
reaching the floor .
How about a rug? Where? At every entrance .
Persons entering the building should be a llowed a s afe dry journey for at least
a few yards .
A rug extending about ten feet in from the door would be ideal. This would
allow a person to remove his boots or wipe his shoes , thereby keeping the floor
dry and safe .
The cost would easily be less than providing all students with snowshoes at
registration.
-~
.------J .P .

lmPRINTS Telephone SurYey

#

1

During the past two weeks our "staff callers" were busy obtaining an initial
random sampling of students to test the feasibility of a phone survey . The results
were so encoura ging that this telephone survey will become a regular feature in
PRINT .
Below are the questions a nd results of this first experimental telephone survey .

SURVEY #1 QUESTIONS AND RESULTS
Q. 1. On the assumption that Lyndon B. Johnson will be nominated as the Democratic Presidential candidate, do you feel he will be re-elected in 1968?

YES 45.2%
NO 33 .9%
UNDECIDED AT THIS TIME 20 .9%
Q. 2. Do you feel it would be right to charge each student $5 .00 extra per trimester for the construction of a student union building?

YES 74 .2%
NO 20 .9%
UNDECIDED AT THIS TIME 4.9%
Stay near your telephone, we'll get to YOU eventually.
shock and abhorrence at mounting bla ck
deaths, or will they be prepared to take
swift and effective revolution a ry action?
James Forman of the Student Non violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) is asking white revolutionaries for the following in the event that he is assassinated :
Ten war factories destroyed .
Fifteen police stations blown up.
Thirty power plants demolished .
No flowers .
One Southern governor, two mayors a nd
500 racist white cops dead .
A generous , sustaining contribution
to SNCC.
That is one effective answer . For the
white man who shuns violence , but
still thinks as a radical or revolutionary ,
there are other just as effective answers .
But the time to start planning and doing
is now , not after 10,000 blacks lie
slaughtered in the streets of America .

When violence and then revolution
comes , what will be the response of the
Northeastern student? Will he be prepared? Will he have been able to foresee the crisis? Will he know the facts
and issues involved so that his allegia nce is not mis-used? Will the enemy
be clea r and well defined , so that he
may point his gun in the right direction?
Soon we are all going to have to , most
unceremoniously, leave Northeastern' s
"never , neverland " and face the street.
And we're going to be forced to choose
between right and might, real freedom
or the government ' s brand of a little
freedom mixed with a lot of repression.
It's a terrible decision to make if you're
unprepared to see through the "death
merchant ' s" big lie . Begin to really
think about this summer and the violence that ' s going to come, because,
it ' s going to start in Chicago and that
baby is where you and I are at.
Conrad Pitcher
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CRITIQUE:
AN EVENING OF ONE ACT PLAYS
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1968
by Rosalie Schultz
Having come to expect the slightly more avante ga rde from Northeastern, these
"One Act Plays" were somewhat of a surprise. Led off by the rowdy, slapstick
Chekhov contribution, an exaggeratedly physical tone was set for the evening and
could not be shaken even for the psychological, symbolic drama entitled Escurial.
The intended mood of The Brute was clearly suggested from the outset by the
unsubtle, bawdily colored setting against which it was to be acted. Mr. Greenberg
in the role of Smirkle was particularly successful in capturing these intentions regarding mood and style. He made his boisterous indecorum seem to be a permanent personality trait rather than a facade tenuous ly a ttache d for the purposes of
this play. Perhaps, also, of all the evening' s performers , he used hand gestures
most spontaneously and naturally.
Miss Plebaniak was not as equal to the broa d humorof the play. She came off a
little too constrained and commonplace in its conte xt. She might well have used a
more cloying, effete manner in the early part of the play to contrast with a truly
fervent defiance later on to emphasize the deceitful posturing so often associated
with Southern ladies. Instead, her performance kept on an even keel of rational
composure without the flexibility that would have raised the comedy to a greater
pitch .
Similarly, the main objection to the second offering, Escurial, lay not with the
performers' technical delivery of it - for here and in the other plays , technical
aspects of presentation seemed to have been well mastered . Rather the objection
lay more with matters of interpretation . Arnold Raiff' s unrelieved flailing and
tumultuous rage as the king left nothing for a climax. No crescendo effect could
be achieved, because he insisted on starting out on , and sticking to , the loudest
note . Perhaps he was a victim of some pulp magazine's depictions of madmen as
perpetually writhing demons. Yet most authorities would dispute this stereotype .
They would argue that anyone so continuously giving vent to his emotions could
not remain insane for long. To the contrary, psychologists generally characterize
an insane person as one possessed of a strained quietude which only occasionally
erupts into violence. Mr . Raif£ could have somewhat added to the intensity of his
performance by including more moments of such strained quietude . At the play's
conclusion, the audience might have felt more as if they'd witnessed a hum an
drama than a gymnastic feat.
The last play of the evening, The Apollo of Bellac, was a relative extravaganza
in terms of its number of cast members, but it posed fewer problems of interpretation . The play offered clear sailing, .a nd allowed each actor to do , if not an inspired job, at least a creditable one. With Mr . Wandick as the Man , however, a
certain spark was struck. He seemed uniquely suited to play the part of the
philosopher and sage who observed society, but never really participated in it .
From the vantage point of an outsider, he saw humanity ' s foibles and forgave them .
To his sympathetic objectivity, Mr. Wandick added a distant glamor and romance
that all contributed to making the Man a considerably magnetic character .

-

The principal flaws in the Apollo of Bellac were therefore those written into
it . Across its basic canvas of charming innocence were splashed occasional
blotches . of unsightly foreign matter . Such a b lotch was the e a rly "ris-gayety" of
alluding tv '""certain men ' s organ which I find simply fascinating." The latter
part of the play contained an equally obtrusive smirch in the form of a long monologue on "dingy stairs and cats" that pretended at great surrealistic prof~ndity .
A play of more genuine, powerful effect could probably have been achieved if
these dissonant strains had been eliminated .
Yet the overall effect of the evening was a rather genuine, powerful one notwithstanding. Perhaps part of this success could be attributed to the choice of
the Little Theater as a stamping grounds. Although not always allowing the audience a clear view of the stage , this room had the adva ntage of s ma 11 n es s .
Actors didn't have to artifically project their voices and jar the audience with
unnatural bellowing. The performers could hardily ma intain a convers ational tone .
This circumstance helped to draw the spectators into the action on stage. Consequently, each play had an easier time accomplishing what it set out to do, and
keeping itself respectably clothed in theatrical charisma throughout .

CLASSIFIED ADS
KG-P STUDENTS ON NEW OR OLD
CURRICULUM Re: Pre-registration
In order to expedite the signing of your
yellow and white forms for pre-registration and to answer your inquiries regarding program offerings , course sequences, etc. , the following schedule
of meetings has been arranged for ALL
STUDENTS taking KG-P courses or
majoring in Kg-P Education .
For Students
Date and Place
Registering
Tue. March 12
March 25 to March 29
D-113 - 10 A.M .
Tues. March 26
April 1 to April 5
D-113 - 10 A.M .
The following Kg-P faculty members
will be available for advising students:
Mrs . Georgiou, Mrs. Ware , Mrs. Krueger,
Mrs. Hilfman, Dr. Isaac .

~

SUSAN,
HEIGHT DOESN'T COUNT
COUNTS DON ' T MIND
MINDS DO FEEL
FEELINGS ARE HURT
HURT NEVER LEAVES
LEAVES ALWAYS FALL
FALL IS THE SEASON
SEASONS DO CHANGE
HOWEVER, YOU'LL NEVER.
ZUB
Surprise
Happy Birthday Marilyn
HELP WANTED
Make Money at School
Contact: Da ve at AM 2-3008
after 4:00.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Arthur
From the Boys.

ESPOSITO [!ExicOO SERVICE
EXPERT
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The Upright
Complex
Coffee House Theatre #2 took place
last Thursday and Friday, February 15
and 16, their second endeavor being
bigger than their first . Based on
comedy skits , otherwise known as
"blackouts", the program also included folksinging and improvisations.
Some of the highlights included Iva
Einhorn singing to the accompaniment
of Larry Gold; Ed Shore and Less Palmer doing their hilarious impressions;
and Connie Erickson singing to her
guitar. Skits , in which everyone was
involved in at one time or another during the performances, ranged from a
Mi s s Americ a pageant, and a newscast
of Christopher Columbus' historic sailing, to an Adam and Eve movie .

Coffee House Theater group helps to percolate
a fresh brew of hu mor.

MEE KS-

con t inu e d fr om page 1

tion is non-white he slid into social
Darwinism.
Social Darwinism , the major bulk of
Mr. Meeks' speech, began with the
question of his own name . After being
told that no white man and very few
non-whites can call Russ Meeks by his
little used first name, he proceeded to
relate black history. Mr. Meeks said he
was a qualified black historian by the
a ge of 5. T he histo ry he told his a udience was a collection of negro inventors, heroes and martyrs, which he
claimed have been obliterated from
white history books . The history then
drifted in to a discourse upon Abraham
Lincoln. Expounding, "The first Civil
War never ended, and the Lincoln lie
told is the Emancipation Proclamation;
Lincoln was a racist,' ' Mr. Meeks then
called the present a continuation of the
same Civil War. "There . has been no
morality in this country from the time
the first slave ship landed." Mr. Meeks
then offered a solution to the white
man's guilt burden . "All whites should
commit suicide out of shame ."
When asked about the summer ahead
Mr. Meeks said , "Twelve thousand men
put down a riot in Detroit. Now suppose
fifty cities went up at once ." He continued, directing his statement to
Sheriff Woods' 'posse', "Fill the streets
with nigger-haters and they'll run with
blood. " Next he spoke of negro unity.
"Blacks will be shot down like dogs if
they don't get together. "
Returning to social Darwinism, sandwiched between black power and red
streets , Mr. Meeks tried to prove the
superiority of his race by the retelling
of black woes and injustices from the
time of the Revolution. "You (Whitey)
couldn ' t make it under these circumstances ." ' Surviva l of the fittest' and
adaptive negroid racial features were
the conclusive factors in black superiority , according to Mr . Meeks. For personal proof he said he could remember
2073 telephone numbers and proceeded
to give one as an example . Wrapping up
the negro position , Mr. Meeks concluded
his talk with advice to the white faces.
"Research yourself. I don ' t put you
down because you're white. Find out
your own urban ecology . Stop drifting .
You're the minority in this world . You
are sick with wealth and power and are
destroying yourself.''

MECHANICAL WORK

Have your car serviced while you're in school.
Remember we accept most major oil co: credit cards.

"FLYING SAUCERS"

3426 W. BRYN MAWR
For Fast Road Service Phone 588-9619

COMING!
SURVEY RESULTS
Next Issue

A Man and
a Woman

"The Neighbors", written by James
Saunders and directed by Richard
Manske, was originally presented at
Northwestern University. This play,
taken from a series of plays about
violence, was brought to NISC by Bugg
House Square February 28 . Jeff Donaldson, one of Northeastern's, on leave
and working for his Ph .D. at Northwestern, portrayed The Man . Connie
Brandt, a graduate student at Northwestern, played The Woman.
The action takes place in modernday England in The Woman's apartment.
A racial conflict, which has a restraining effect on their relationship at first,
seems to be a force that tends to
sustain their relationship . Even though
The Man seems to want The Woman to
forget he is a Negro, and treat him as
she would any other man, he really
uses his race to cover for a feeling of
inadequacy .
The audience was caught up in the
play , which rapidly moved from one
conflict to another, leaving no time for
a respite until the end . A large portion
of the audience left with a feeling of
confusion about what their reaction to
the play was. After considering the
play as a whole, many felt that the
characters had a superficial relationship, ugly in nature, and totally unrealistic.
Lynn Musson

LETTERS - Continued
Monarchies, Oligarchies, Despotisms,
and Family Dynasties. They have been
waged by governments whose policies
range from communism to capitalism to
imperialism to anarchy . They have been
waged by governmental aggregations as
large as the Roman Empire and as small
as the lowliest of tribes. It is conceivable that the total abolition of government would make organized warfare so
difficult as to be unlikely but unfortunately this is not a very helpful solution sin c e man is a soci a l anim a l a nd
needs his society to survive.
Religion : Religious differences have
led to war but religion as such is peripheral to the main issue . Wars have
been waged in the name of J aweh,
Allah, Mumbo-Jumbo, and Manitou. They
have been waged both to civilize the
heathen and to slaughter the infidel.
Alas, the claim of the religious to function as peacebringers cannot be substantiated since the local God invariably blesses the efforts of the local
army and damns those of the opposition.
The Merchants of Death : From the
Krupp and I.G . Farben, down to Dow
Chemical these have been the favorite
targets of the Protesters. But while they
are very easy to attack, they represent
the result of a situation rather than its
cause. Weapons Makers are like Automobile Manufacturers - they are more
than willing to exploit a profitable
situation, but they seldom have any
control over its existance . Dow makes
napalm because someone is willing to
buy it . If no one ordered any , they would
not bother to produce . Further, if war
were non-existent it would be beyond
the power of Dow to create it in order
to insure a market for their product.
Why then is there war? Because war
is fundamental, not to man's institutions , but to the nature of man himself.
War is itself an institution, and one that
is as old as the human species . Clearly,
when any institution, be it religion,
government, or war, can survive essentially unchanged through milleniums of time it must serve a basic and
crucial function in the life of man. Unfortunately the institution of war has
evolved to the point where it threatens
the very existance of its creator. A
solution must be found, but it will not
be found by hysterically attacking the
unimportant fringes of the problem.
What is needed is a searching probe
into the nature of man himself - what he
is and why he behaves as he does . Only
if it is known why man wages war can
substitutes or solutions be found. The
problem is easy to state: Man has always waged war and gives every indication of continuing to do so - but if
he does continue he must inevitably
destroy himself. Is there an answer,
this side of Armagedden?
Beli var Shagnasty
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NARCISCO YEPES
GUITAR MAGIC
Biography by Alicia Kouvelis
Narcisco Yepes is the biggest news to hit the guitar world in decades . At a
time when all over the United States there is a new and lively interest in the
guitar, it seems most fitting that this superb artist of the ins trument should be
"discovered" by American audiences.
Sr. Yepes is certainly no newcomer to the concert world abroad. Born in 1927
in the south of Spain, he studied in Lorca and the Valencia Conservatory of Music .
He made his debut in Madrid in 1947. Since then, he has toured in all the major
countries of Western Europe - appearing with orchestras in Spain, France, England , Portugal,Italy, Germany and Switzerland - and has traveled to give concerts
in the Near and Far East, Africa, a nd South America as well.
His North American debut recitals in the fall of 1964 were counted among the
most exciting cone ert events of the season. His a rtistry and musical personality
drew ovations at the University of California in Berkeley and at Town Hall in
New York City, where the critics we re tremendously enthusiastic . "A vibrant,
sensual, searching a nd highly articulate performed," the N. Y. Herald Tribune
called him. "The fluency of his fingers, the richness of his chords, and the insistent drive of the de Falla, Turnia and Albeniz melodies combined for exciting
listening .... The aficionados were well aware that an exciting new guitarist had
arrived.'' The New York Times agreed that ''Mr . Yepes' international stature
seems well-earned," and labeled him "a consummate technician" and "a master
of the guitar."
These comments reaffirm the tribute of Andres Segovia, who wrote Yepes , in a
letter published in a Madrid newspaper, " I rejoice in your success and in your
growing reputation. I believe that you can take the flaming torch of the Spanish
guit ar and keep it burning.
Aside from his tremendous talent, what makes Yepes' concert particularly exciting is his revolutionary new ten-string guitar. A result of many years of reflection, the guitar was built by the famous Spanish lutier Jose Ramirez , to whom Sr.
Yepes brought his design . Not just a novelty item, the laudarra - as it is calledis an answer to the guitarist's constant problem : how to be heard in a large
auditorium.

Top: Candy Meseko's hair style
typifies the "little girl look."

Below: Abby wears the latest
"Bonnie and Clyde" style.

FIRST SENATE
ACTIVITY IS DAZZLER
By
Mary L ou Lynch and Sophi e Barani ecki
Spring 1968 will bring about a collection of fashions from the Bonnie and
Clyde scene of berets and pale pastel
colors to ruffles, ruffles and more
ruffles, tiered skirts, dropped waistlines
and blousy tops. Along with these
styles there will be a stronger trend
towards the matching and contrasting
colored stockings and shoes with small
handbags matching outfits made of the
latest modern developments in wash
and wear material.
Fabrics used most this spring will include crepes, chiffons, voiles and laces,
with that soft fresh look.
Along the hair style line, curlier hair
is in view. Not only with synthetic hair
pieces and falls but also with your own
which will give it that soft, sexy, little
girl look.

Dining Room Special
All the spaghetti you
can eat with our own
m~at sauce
Sl. 25

~
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On T hursday , February 22, the sounds
of soul swelled from the open doors of
NISC 's auditorium, as crowds materialized from nowhere to dig the first "happening" sponsored by a revitalized,
newly-elected Student Senate.
The sounds were those of the
Mandells, a n outstanding R&B group.
Members delighted several hundred
han d-clappers and dancers for two hours .
"This was only a promotion for what's
coming," exclaimed Lucille Constant,
energetic chairman of the Entertainment Committee. "We have the Mandells
returning on March 19th for a repeat
performance . There will be three other
'happenings,' with three different
groups, and we're planning a big variety
show for April," she reported .
The Entertainment Committee, the
Senate's newest, was organized for the
sole purpose of promoting activity and
student interest on campus.
How many more "happenings" can be
expected this trimester? " As many as
we can squeeze in!" declared Brian A.
Reich , Senate president. "We are appealing to everyone for ideas and suggestions . Any thoughts on the matter
would be considered.

"WEATHER ORIGINAL"

•

Private forecasting service
WEA TH ER ORIGINAL pro vides a private weather

service to WEB H, 93.9
F.M., Bill Bryan show,
11 :00 p.m . to 6:00 a . m.,
Tuesday through Sunday .
(Except Sat .) .

(J4't

1111·51110

Specialties:
Daily Forecasts for
radio and television
Long Range Forecast
Storm Warnings

<tlJot COe~ive1ty
3431 W. Peterson Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
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A111e,.ic1111
t.,;,,e, ~111tt/~ic,~~ ~'
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Write: Weather Original
7 632 N . Kenton
Skokie, Ill inois, 60676
phone: 679-8973

The reviewer from the San Francisco Chronicle explained the rationale: "One
of the main re aso ns for the guitar's inaudibility is not its small size nor its soft
voice, but the fact that it does not resonate through its range; only four notes, in
fact - A, B, D, and E - produce a 'live' sound. By adding four strings which are
tuned in sympathy with the other eight harmonics of the chromatic scale, Yepes
has produced an instrument which has a full , rich, live sound to every note ,
Though these four extra strings are not normally played , they double the instrument's carrying power; and when called upon , they can be plucked to fill out
some of the extra bass notes of the early lut tablature ."
This means that it is now possible to pl ay all the Renaissance and baroque
music originally written for the lute exactly as composed and without the necessity of transcriptions. In addition, the flexibility of the instrument has inspired a
number of contemporary composers to create new compositions - compositions
which Yepes includes on his programs. Sr. Yepes has thus been tremendously
important as a "sponsor" of modern works, works that will be added to a repertory that has been static too long.
During his second visit to the United States, Sr. Yepes will give recitals in
New York, Boston, Cleveland, and Toronto, among others, and will appear as
soloist with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra .
NARCISCO YEPES on London Records :
Rodrigo : Guitar Concerto (National Orchestra of Spain) CS 6046, CM 9212
Vivald: Guitar Concerto: Bach: Chaconne; Palau: Concerto Levantino
(National Orchestra of Spain) CS 6201, CM 9270
Rodrigo : Fantasia for a Courtier; Ohana: GuitawConcerto (National Orchestra Of
Spain) CS 6346, CM 9356
Spanish Music for Guitar CM 91 OS

Stageplayers presents:
Hugh Betti's

"THE QUEEN AND THE REBEL"

March 22, 23, 27 and 30
8:30 p.m. in the Auditorium

The Literature Department is sponsoring a public lecture by Professor
Hans-Joachim Lang of the Uni ve rsity
of Tueb ingen.
Subject:

"Hawthorne's Blightdale
Romance: a history of ideas
approach."
Time: Thursday, March 21, 7:00 P .M.
Place : Little Theatre
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''Borrowed"
Books
A Problem

"SPLIT VERSION "A SUCCESS

by Phil Volchenbaum
Did you know that our library contains between seventy five and eighty
thousand books? Did you also know that
our library is one of the fastest growing
libraries in the city? Did you also know
that out of every eight hundred books,
one hundred-twelve
books are st o 1en
every trimester?
A staff m e m b e r
·
of the PRINT need- l . a ed a volume out of
the reference department; unfortunately,
Mr. Schneider
the book was nowhere to be found. As
more and more '' d i f f i c u 1 t-to-replace
books" permanently leave our shelves,
students will find it nearly impossible
to tackle their research papers and other
such library assignments . While some
students will underhandedly increase
their own personal library, hundreds of
students will suffer from such cheap
thievery . Those students who legally
borrow books from the library do not
feel they are doing the school a favor ;
they are fulfilling their obligations as
dependable adults in an an adult institu •
tion.
The students who illegally "borrow"
books from the library have told the
PRINT that these books were taken because there is not enough time allotted
to use them . What these students have
failed to tell the PRINT is that they
have no intention of returning them. And
it is a shame because Mr . Schneider,
our head librarian, tells us that some of
the books taken are impossible to replace. Also, the inventory check on
text and reference books is a slow process and the theft of books is not discovered for weeks or even months .
Mr . Schneider tells us that the school
will install a tum-style in the library
in the iibrary long with a guard. Students will enter through the North entrance but must exit through the turnstyle and have their books checked by
the guard. Of course, students may leave
their books outside on shelves that may
be constructed just outside the library .
This system may be installed before
the end of this trimester.
Students who illegally "borrowed"
books from the library still have a
chance to redeem themselves if they
inconspicuously deposited these books
on the library tables or at the lost-andfound, or any other similar 1o cation
where they may be found and returned
to the library.

JA

JERRY
WILLIAMS
HERE
Jerry Williams, noted radio personality, is coming to Northeastern . The
PRINT and the Bugg House Square
Committee are teaming up to bring Mr.
Williams to our campus on Tuesday,
March 26.
Mr. Williams will speak on a variety
of subjects and will answer questions
from the audience. The presentation
will take place in the auditorium from
1:00 to 4 :00 .

- CORRECTION The Editorial Board of the Northeastern Print wishes to sincerely
apologize
To:

The "Clockwork Orange" played as over 800 persons danced at the latest Tau Beta Mu Mixer.

Northeastern's newest fraternity, Tau
Beta Mu, held their first dance on
Friday, February 23 at the Belmont
hotel which is located on Belmont near
Sheridan. The "Split Version" mixer
occupied a large room just off the main
lobby . The dance began at seven-thirty
when the "Clockwise Orange" began
playing popular hits in their own style.
By eight o'clock the room was filled to
capacity; Jim Fredericks ,
the pres ident of the fraternity , estimated that
there were between one thousand to

twelve hundred students at the dance.
As large as the dance floor was, it became very crowded and people found i t
very difficult to maneuver .
The fraternity's next danc;e will be
held on Friday night, March 15. As yet,
the dance hall has not been selected,
but students will be notified when the
room is chosen. Jim Frederiks said that
his fraternity would try to get the
Mandell's for this dance but this has
not been confirmed at this report.

appeared as

LARRY LUJAK

Senate
Action Ideas
There was a student senate meeting
on Thursday, February 29. Brian Reich ,
president, called the meeting to order.
Last meeting's minutes were read and
the reports of the various committees
were introduced. John Podraza gave a
building and grounds report saying that
construction of two new buildings will
start next summer. The buildings will
be located in the field south of the
school. The library has first preference,
the physical education dept. second,
and the fine a rts dept. next. Three
important votes were called - 1) there
was an unanimous vote for having
shelves put in the "A" and "B" wing
washrooms and also the washrooms in
front of the auditorium ; 2) a drafting of
a new constitution was voted for unanimously. There will be an open hearing for students to recommend any ideas
that should go into the constitution;
3) there was a large majority of votes
for having senators visit freshman
orientation classes to indoctrinate them
with the activities of the student senate.
A consensus was taken concerning
the matter of whether benediction should
be said at future convocations; the vote
was ten in favor, ten opposed.
There will be a dance sponsored by
the student senate on March 19.

DINNER HONORS TEACHERS
On Monday, December 4, 1967, the
Education Department hosted a dinner
to honor that forgotten group, the cooperating teachers . They are the mentors
of the student-teacher; they help the
future educ ator to perform the culminating activity-in other words, "show
them the ropes'' in putting theory into
actual practice.
This was the first visible attempt to
repay this debt, to say "thank you" for
helping the one hundred and fifty, orso,
student teachers.
The work of the co-operating teacher
includes aiding new programs such as
micro-teaching, i.e. the student-teacher
will work with a small nucleus group
before going into the full sized classroom .

Besides honoring the co-operating
teachers with the dinner, they were presented with a certificate of merit and a
gratuity. Those present included President Sachs, Vice Presidents Goldberg
and Moran, the district superintendents,
the college supervisors, and the principals. The Chairman of the Education
Department, Dr. H 11 mph re y Stevens,
gave the address, with remarks from
President Sachs, who also awarded the
first certificate . The college supervisors presented the rest.
The organizing committee was: Mrs.
Kruger, and Miss Welson; the college
supervisors were Dr. Isaac and Mr.
O'Donnell Background music was provided by Mr . Schutt, pianist, Mr . T .
Kruzich, violinist, and Miss L. Colbern, cellist.

FREE FILM SERIES
APRIL 2 7:30 p.m.

Mr. Lawrence Lee Lujack for the

unfortunate error in our previous issue
dated February 21, in which his name
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"Death

of

a Cyclist"

Cigarettes can kill you.
Keep smoking 'em and they may.
We'll miss ya, baby.

american
cancer
society

®
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SQUARE

''AFTERNOON OF SOUL"
TUESDAY MARCH 19
COLLEGE - AUDITORIUM AT l :00 with

present • .•.

LITTLE BUTCH BAKER
"DU-REL LS"

DONALD CLARK M. C.
LAWNDALE CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT PRODUCTION

MARCH 26, l - 4 p.m.
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buckets by the Sain ts gave them the
lead fo r good.
Northeastern led by Browder's sizzling
long jump shots, r e m aine d within
striking distance, but M. L . capitalized
on every chance and kept a 41-39 lead
at the half, with Rod hitti ng 21.
Browder an d Duke Gun ter kept Northeastern close throughout the second
half with thei r s corin g, and Doyle and
Don Lau's defensive work confusing
the Saint's scoring punch helped the
Eagle cause.
Michigan Lutheran got their break with
jus t under two min utes left whe n "The
Bomber" a nd th e Saint's Eddie J e nki ns
traded "words." Both were ejecte d , an d
L utheran pushed their advanta ge to the
seven points th1=y eventually won by.
Behin d Browde r's 32 were Gun ter's 16
a nd P at Doy le's eleven .

by Sam Wagmeister

DOYLE HUMBLES DETROIT
Six Golden Eagles scored in double
figures to lead Northeastern to a 111102 victory over Detroit College, using
a superiority at the free throw line and
an injured gua rd to supply the crushing
blow .
Pat Doyle sent Northeastern off to an
early lead with his sizzling outside
shooting , but Doyle was thrown into the
ble a chers and a Falcon landed on him,
pinning "Cap' n Pat's " back against a
ble acher stair. Doyle remained in the
ga me for a few moments more , but had
to leave for treatment of the injury .
A balanced scoring attack by Rod
Browder, Doug DeVincent, Joe Rossie
and Jerry Mikrut, Doyle ' s replacement,
put Butler's Boys ahead .of the taller
Detroit 61-47 at the half.
Doyle returned to the encounter in the
second ha lf and 1 e d an inspired team
to vi ctory after Detroit had narrowed the
score to 84-80. Moments later the scoreboard showed Northeastern up 92-80. In
th at sp an , the Eagles employed a tight
pr~ss to gain control of the ball, and
Don L a u fed the Falcons some "leather
sandwiches ," hammering the ball back
into their faces .

CIRCLE GAINS REVENGE
The Golden Eagles knew it would be
an uphill fight when they walked into
the University of Illinois Chicago Circle
gym Feb . 21 , at Gordon Tech, and were
greeted by the jeers and shouts of the
Circle ' s home crowd . And before the
evening was over, the great fan enthusiasm had helped the Chikas gain a
96-80 victory, avenging an earlier
double overtime loss to Northeastern.
UICC dominated play in the opening
minutes , and within four minutes held a
14-4 lead. Balanced scoring by the first
five helped Northeastern cut into the
ma rgin, anci c h gap was narrowed to
32-2d when Pat Doyle sparked a brief
surge : But by halftime, the Chikas had
ha d brought the score up to 49-38 .
The Circl e opened the second half
just as they had closed the first, scoring
on long outside shots, and continued to
ma intain their lead.
The NISC was forced to play "catchup " ball , fouling the Chikas in order to
gain possession of the ball, but the
Circle sizzled from the free throw line
and the Eagle's s trategy backfired .
Topping the Northeastern squad in
scoring wa s Rod Browder, who was the
butt of most of the Circle's catcalls ,
including a l a rge red heart that read,
" We love you Browder, You Hot Dog!"
Rod hit for 21 points. Doug DeVincent,
fighting a reoccurance of mononucleosis
that plagued him a t the beginning of the
season, tota led 16 , Pat Doyle hit for
13 and Duke Gunter was held to eleven.
Greg Olsen and Phil Sloan paced the
Circle with 26 e a ch. Both Doyl e a nd
Browder were banished with fi ve fouls .

INJURED EAGLES NUDGED LATE
With only one of Northeastern ' s
starters well , the Golden Eagles came
from behind to tally an eight point lead
against St. Procopius Feb . 23, but ran
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The basketba 11 action has been vigorous al I
season . Here , Pat Doyle gets best of jump".

out of gas in the closing minutes and
dropped an 85-82 dE:cision .
The ranks of the injured inclu de d
Doug DeVincent, who was not even
able to suit up; Duke Gunter playing on
a sprained ankle; Rod B rowder starting
despite a sprained wrist and ankle; a nd
Don Lau able to see only limited action .
Play was both slow and sloppy for the
two squads for the opening ten minutes,
but they soon found the range and the
Procopius Eagles headed NISC 45-40
at the half. It was Gunter's 12 points
that held the Golden Eagles near
Procopius.
Ron "Chico" Czekalski, Rod B rowde r
and Gunter sparked the Northeastern
to a 69-60 a dvantage with e ight minutes
to play, but St. Procopius began running
against the tired Eagles , realizing NISC
was short on substitutes, and hit five
points in t he fi na l 35 seconds to wra p
up the encounter.
Rugged Joe Ros sie ' s tough rebounding
and close defensive play helped the
Golden Eagles build the nine point lead,
which eventually melted.
Gunter led NISC with 22 points, followed by Browder' s 19 . Czekalski
added 14 and Rossie Twelve.

PEP RALLY
by Mary Lou Lynch
The Golden Eagles, port rayed by the
N.l.S.C. Cheerleaders romped to an
astounding victory of 56 to 5 over The
P igeons, the N.l.S .C. Girls' Intramural
Basketball team. The Pep Rally was
held in the gym on Thursday, Feb .
29th in order to promote this year's
Homecoming Parade, Game and Dance
which was held March 1st. The Cheerleaders did a tremendous job with thei r
imitations of our team.
Adding to the spirit of the Rally was
the Ban d , P orn P orn Girls, and finally
the introduction of No rtheastern's 196768 Basketball Team . To bring the hour
to a close the band played, cheerleaders
cheered and students sang the N.l.S.C.
School Song.

TOWING

AUTO AIR
CONDITIONING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TUNE-UPS
TRANSMISSIONS
BRAKES RELINED
RADIATORS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRE& - BATTERIES

ROAD SERVICE

SALES & SERVICE
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

MARK IV • CLARDY
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

4000 W PETERSON

1588-9365

I

1 588-9a5o 1

BOMBER 'S 32 NOT ENOU GH
Rod 1 'The Bomber" Browder hit fo r 32
points---secon d highest game in Northeastern's history---but the Golden
Eagles still fell to Michigan Lutheran
81-74, Feb. 24. The win assured the
Saints of a bid to the NAIA regional
playoffs.
With high scoring forward Dougie
DeVincent out for the secon d straight
game, Browder began taking up the
slack early, hitting four of the team's
five buckets and gaining an assist on
the fifth , threading the needle with a
sharp pass to Pat Doyle, giving Butler's
Boys a 10-4 advantage.
The Eagles continued to lead the
Saints, but M.L. never let NISC take
more than a four point lead. With the
Golden Guys up 26-24, three quick

C. V. 'S
SNACK SHOP
'Just a Rea l Good Place to Ea t'

L O NG B E ACH

1-6094

corner of

KIMBALL and BRYN MAWR

JU 8-8135

BUDLO NG BARBER SHOP

BENSENVILLE
ELEMENT ARY SC HOO L

ME N'S HAIR STYLING

September 1968 Teaching Vacancies
8 Primary
8 Inte rmediate
4 Junior High
REPRESENTATIVE WI LL BE ON
CAMPUS 12 - 4:30 , March 11 and 25
Arrange for an interview at:

JAC K AND NO RMAN

5206 N . C A LIFORNIA AVE.
CHICAGO , IL L I NO I S 60625

COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE
(room E-1)
766-2615

STUDENTS!
Work 3- 5 hours per day Monday
through Friday
As Paree I Loaders $3.10 per hour
If you are over 18 yea rs of age and
have a good work record.
apply at
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
1400 SOUTH JEFFERSON
Monday through Friday

9:00 lo 5:00

